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ABSTRACT: We suggest the combination of single molecule pulling and optical control as a
way to enhance control over the electron transport characteristics of a molecular junction. We
demonstrate using a model junction consisting of biphenyl-dithiol coupled to gold contacts.
The junction is pulled while optically manipulating the dihedral angle between the two rings.
Quantum dynamics simulations show that molecular pulling enhances the degree of control
over the dihedral angle and hence over the transport properties.
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The field of molecular electronics has seen rapid progress in
recent years, motivated both by the exciting challenges in

fundamental chemical physics and by the potential for
impactful technological applications.1 Over the last decades,
powerful experimental2−4 and computational5,6 techniques have
been developed to characterize and understand the properties
of single-molecule junctions.
More recently, the topic of control in a junction has been

explored. The most common control motifs are optical and
mechanical but control by chemical7,8 and electrical9,10 means
has also been investigated. In general, the combination of
optical fields and molecular electronics comprises molecular
optoelectronics.11 Perhaps the simplest route to optical control
of a molecular junction is with switching. One approach to
switching is to induce a (preferably reversible) conformational
change between metastable molecular states with different
conductivities, for example, by photoisomerizing12,13 or by
aligning surface-adsorbed molecules in a moderately intense
laser field.14,15 Control has also been realized more directly by,
for example, using low-frequency off-resonant radiation to
modulate energy levels (these are termed adiabatic pro-
cesses)16,17 with a strong few-cycle laser pulse18 or with near-
resonant radiation that electronically excites the junction
(either the molecule19 or electrodes20).
The first demonstration of mechanical control in a molecular

junction was the amplification of the current of a single
fullerene (C60) by pressing on the molecule with a metallic
tip.21 A mechanically activated switch was proposed in ref 22,
where a conductive AFM tip was used to toggle between folded
and unfolded states of a π-stacking molecule. The conductance
of conjugated polymers,23 alkanedithiols,24 and DNA25 under
mechanical stress have also been reported.

In this Letter, we consider combining optical and mechanical
control in a junction. Several strategies have been reported
previously in which light absorption is used to alter the
mechanical response of a molecule.26,27 In what follows, we
describe the converse; a mechanical force is used to enhance a
molecule’s susceptibility for optical control.
We use biphenyl-dithiol (see Figure 1) as a model to

demonstrate the possibility of using optical control during a

molecular pulling experiment.28 The torsion angle between the
two rings in biphenyl determines the degree of electronic
coupling between the rings, thus influencing absorption and
emission spectra29 and electron transfer and transport
rates.7,8,30 Closer to coplanar configurations are expected to
have reduced absorption energies and enhanced transfer and
transport rates.
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Figure 1. Biphenyl-dithiol junction showing the torsion angle between
the two rings, β, and the sulfur−sulfur distance, l + l0, with l0 the
equilibrium distance. Gold contacts were included explicitly in
transport calculations. Sulfurs were terminated with hydrogen atoms
for potential energy surface calculations.
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The torsion angle can be controlled optically with a
nonresonant circularly or elliptically polarized laser pulse, as
suggested in the theoretical work of ref 31 and shown in the
experimental works of refs 32 and 33. For a more general
discussion of control with nonresonant fields, see ref 34. Here,
the laser propagation direction should be perpendicular to the
inter-ring axis. In the nonresonant regime, the rings are pushed
toward the coplanar configuration by the interaction between
the electric field and the induced-dipole of each ring. The
degree of coplanarity that can be achieved optically (and thus
the degree of control that can be imposed on conductance)
depends on the interaction strength Ω = (1/8)E2Δα, where E is
the electric field and Δα is the polarizability anisotropy, and the
barrier to coplanarity, V∥. The higher the barrier to coplanarity,
the larger Ω needs to be for controllability. Conversely, the
controllability could be enhanced by lowering V∥.
The existence of such a barrier to coplanarity can be viewed

as the result of a competition between inter-ring resonance
(favoring the coplanar configuration) and steric hindrance
(favoring the perpendicular configuration). Naıv̈ely, one could
expect to mitigate the steric hindrance by pulling along the
inter-ring axis so as to increase the separation between ortho
hydrogen pairs. The effect of this would be to reduce the barrier
to coplanarity, thereby enhancing the degree of coplanarity
achievable optically.
The remainder of this article further explores this idea by

investigating the roles that molecular pulling and torsion play in
the optical control and single-molecule conductance of
biphenyl-dithiol. A depiction of our molecular junction is
given in Figure 1.
While the effects of torsion and pulling are individually well

studied, the effect of the combined stimulus on the molecular
conductance is less clear. It has been shown both computa-
tionally30 and experimentally7,8 that molecular conductance
increases as biphenyl planarizes. On the other hand, molecular
conductance generally tends to decrease with elongation.23,35,36

To investigate how the concerted application of these stimuli
affects the conductance properties of biphenyl-dithiol in a
junction, we carried out electron transport calculations for
strained junctions using the nonequilibrium Green’s function
formalism within density functional theory (NEGF-DFT).5,37

Details of the computations and the computed transmission
functions for the junction are included in Section III of the
Supporting Information. Figure 2 shows the resulting zero-bias

conductance for the junction as a function of molecular
elongation for different fixed torsional angles. While stretching
the molecule does decrease its conductance, the structural
parameter that clearly dominates the conductance is the
torsion. Thus, we focus on the molecule’s planarity as a
means to control the conductance.

The effect that pulling exerts on the optical controllability of
the degree of coplanarity was examined using quantum
dynamics simulations of the torsional control of biphenyl-
dithiol. These simulations use a circularly polarized laser pulse
of varying duration at different fixed pulling distances. We focus
on the one-dimensional torsion dynamics at finite temperature.
Although this ignores coupling between the torsion coordinate
and the combined rotation of both rings, such one-dimensional
model dynamics have exhibited excellent agreement with
nonadiabatic two-dimensional rotational−torsional dynamics
measured experimentally in prealigned biphenyl derivatives.38

Similarly, simulations of control in the adiabatic limit of a freely
rotating biphenyl molecule (i.e., not prealigned) have shown
qualitatively similar control as the one-dimensional prealigned
problem, although it was suggested that higher intensities may
be needed to overcome coupling between the overall rotations
and torsion (which are anyways absent in the prealigned
case).39 The density matrix, ρ, is propagated in time according
to

ρ ρ̇ = −i[ , ]F (1)

where = + t( )F F
0

F
int is the Hamiltonian operator, F

0 is

the field-free Hamiltonian, and t( )F
int describes the interaction

with the field (ℏ = 1). The subscript F indicates force-
dependence. In this model, the field-free molecular torsional
Hamiltonian is given by
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where IF is the moment of inertia of the relative torsional
coordinate β, and F

tors is the torsional potential. Likewise, the
interaction between the field and the induced-dipole takes the
form31,40
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where Eτ(t) is the Gaussian envelope function of the circularly
polarized field with full width at half-maximum of τ and |ΔαF| is
the force-dependent polarizability anisotropy. The tip−surface
junction that motivates this model would exhibit a plasmonic
enhancement of the incident electric field of about 1 order of
magnitude;15 however, here we consider only the effective field
intensity, that is, the field that the molecule experiences after
being enhanced by plasmonic or other mechanisms. Finally, the
density matrix is expanded in the eigenbasis of the field-free
Hamiltonian and is then propagated numerically from a thermal
initial state.
Computation of the quantum dynamics for a given pulling

force requires knowledge of the force-dependence of the
torsion potential energy surface, the polarizability anisotropy,
and the moment of inertia. These are determined by first
computing a partially relaxed potential energy surface of
(hydrogen terminated) biphenyl-dithiol on a two-dimensional
grid as a function of the extension, l, and the torsional
coordinate, β, both specified in Figure 1. All constrained
geometry optimizations were performed using the M06-2X
density functional41 with the def2-TZVP basis set,42 as
implemented in the Q-Chem package.43 We then fit the
surface to a Hill-equation of the form

Figure 2. Conductance as a function of extension, l, for various
torsional angles.
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where the V2n(l) are polynomial fits of the Fourier coefficients
of the torsional potential at each extension and N = 4. A
comparison of the computed Fourier coefficients and the
polynomial fits is shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information. Importantly, we indeed find that pulling on the
molecule (increasing the sulfur−sulfur distance) decreases the
barrier to coplanarity. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 3,

where a few slices of the computed potential energy surfaces
and their corresponding fits are shown. The force required to
hold the molecule at a given extension, averaged over the
torsional coordinate, is shown in Figure 4 and given by
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For simplicity, we require the moment of inertia to be
constant with respect to the torsion angle. For each extension
distance, the moment of inertia about the inter-ring axis is
averaged over the torsional coordinate and this average
moment of inertia is fit to a polynomial form (see Figure S2
of the Supporting Information). Similarly, we determined ΔαF
by computing the static polarizability and the dynamic
polarizability (at a wavelength of 800 nm) at each extension.
Polarizabilities were calculated using TD-HF and the def2-
TZVP basis set in Q-Chem. Finally, the resulting polarizability
anisotropies from each extension were fit to a linear form (see
Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). Because the
computed static and dynamic polarizabilities differed by less
than 1%, we proceed with only the static polarizabilities.
A convenient metric for the degree of coplanarity (and hence

for the conductance) is the expectation value ⟨cos2 β⟩, which
ranges from 0 in the fully perpendicular configuration to 1 in

the fully coplanar configuration. We investigated the combined
influence of field intensity and pulling force on the maximum
achieved ⟨cos2 β⟩ with two different pulse shapes and at two
different temperatures. Pulse shapes can be classified into two
extreme regimes: the adiabatic in which the pulse width is much
longer than the torsional period, and the nonadiabatic or
sudden, in which the opposite holds, that is, the pulse width is
short compared to the torsional period. The two regimes differ
mainly in the time scale over which control is retained. For
adiabatic pulses, maximum coplanarity is retained for as long as
the field is applied. On the other hand, the nonadiabatic pulse
initiates coherent torsional motion and the maximal torsional
alignment is attained transiently at multiples of the torsional
period. The period of torsion in our model system is force-
dependent but on the order of 1 ps. For a more detailed
discussion of the effect of pulse shapes we refer the reader to
refs 44 and 45 in the context of molecular alignment and ref 46
in the context of torsion in biaryl compounds. The results from
two sets of simulations, one adiabatic (with τ = 50 ps) and one
nonadiabatic (with τ = 0.5 ps), are shown in Figure 5. Both sets

used an initial temperature of 50 K. Although the pulse shape
indeed alters the achieved ⟨cos2 β⟩, the qualitative features are
consistent in both regimes: the degree of coplanarity achievable
using both a pulling force and an optical field is much greater
than the degree of coplanarity achievable by either of them
alone. We also repeated the above dynamics calculations at an
elevated temperature of 150 K and found that while an
increased temperature decreases the degree of control that can
be realized, it does not alter the qualitative behavior we have
just described. The results of these simulations are presented in
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information.
We can quantify the efficacy of this approach by asking how

one can get the most “bang for the buck”: What is the greatest
degree of coplanarity that can be achieved subject to particular
constraints on the optical field and pulling force? These
constraints could be related to, for example, the experimental
realizability of a given control pulse or the stability of the
molecule or junction subject to an intense laser field and a
strong pulling force.
We explore this concept by defining a unitless generic cost

function,

= +I F
I
J

F
J

( , )J J
k

k k

,
I F

I F
(6)

where I and F are the maximum field intensity and pulling force
of a given simulation and JI and JF are free parameters that
define the relative cost of the optical field and the pulling force.
A cost function is specified by choosing the order of the cost, k,
and by choosing values of the intensity and the pulling force

Figure 3. Slices of the potential energy surface at different pulling
distances showing the computed torsional potential (marks) and the
potential fit to a four-term Fourier expansion (lines) as in eq 4. The
zero of energy is defined as the minimum of the torsional potential
energy surface at each pulling distance.

Figure 4. Static Fourier component of the potential energy surface, V0
(defined in eq 4), and the mean force required to hold the molecule at
a particular distance, F0 (defined in eq 5).

Figure 5. Maximum achieved ⟨cos2 β⟩ as a function of pulling force
and field intensity for an ensemble with initial temperature 50 K and a
pulse with (a) τ = 50 ps and (b) τ = 0.5 ps.
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that are “comparable.” For any set of simulations with the same
pulse shape and temperature, finding the maximum values of
achieved ⟨cos2 β⟩ along successive isocontours of the cost
function forms a minimum cost path. This is the path one
would follow in order to increase the achieved coplanarity in
the most cost-effective way with the given pulse shape and
temperature.
A “true” cost function representing the stress on a junction

(if one exists) would be an extremely complex, highly nonlinear
function of not only field intensity and pulling force but also
laser frequency, pulse duration and shape, molecular
orientation, temperature, pressure, environment, anchoring
groups, the junction material, and so forth. Our cost function
does not attempt to capture this complexity; it is primarily an
illustrative tool.
Because a particular minimum cost path is determined by the

ratio of JI and JF, we define the parameter

Λ = −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

J J

50 TW cm 2.0 nN
I

2
F

(7)

and examine values of Λ from 1/3 to 3. This (more than)
covers a range of 25−75 TW/cm2 for JI and a range of 1.0−2.5
nN for JF, which correspond to the range of saturation
ionization intensities found for several benzene derivatives47,48

and to rupture forces of common molecular anchoring
groups,49 respectively. With this, the saturation ionization
intensity and bond rupture forces have the same cost associated
with them, that is, the points at which each stimulus destroys
the molecule are considered comparable. Some minimum cost
paths associated with linear and quadratic cost functions (eq 6
with k = 1 and k = 2, respectively) are shown in Figure 6. For

both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic pulses, minimum cost
paths of quadratic cost functions strongly combine pulling and
field intensity. By contrast, only certain values of Λ result in
minimum cost paths that effectively combine the two when a
linear cost function is used. One would expect higher order
costs (larger k) to more strongly favor the combination. This
indicates that for the class of cost functions employed here,
there exist values of Λ for which one should simultaneously
employ optical and mechanical forces if one wants the most
bang for one’s buck. See Figure S4 of the Supporting
Information for the corresponding minimum cost paths at
150 K.
In summary, we have described a scenario in which a

molecule’s susceptibility to optical control could be enhanced
in the context of a single molecule pulling experiment and have
shown that such control could effectively modulate the
molecular conductance. The enhanced controllability was
demonstrated numerically with quantum dynamics simulations

of a simple 1D model of torsion in biphenyl-dithiol. The
qualitative effect is robust with respect to pulse shape and
ensemble temperature, even if the quantitative results depend
on such properties strongly. Although we focused on biphenyl-
dithiol as a model, we note that this same strategy could be
applied to any biaryl compound with a twisted equilibrium
configuration resulting from a competition between aromaticity
and steric hindrance. Therefore, the intensities employed here
could be reduced by choosing a molecule with a larger
polarizability anisotropy or a lower barrier to torsion. Our cost
analysis revealed that the benefit to combining pulling and
optical control depends on the order of the cost involved, but
for each class of cost functions considered, there exist situations
in which the most cost-effective path utilized this kind of mixed
control. NEGF-DFT electron transport calculations demon-
strate that the influence of torsion on conductance is much
greater than the influence of molecular pulling, thus preserving
the ability of such a junction to act as a torsional switch.
While capturing all possible effects that could in principle

play a role during an optomechanical experiment is beyond
present-day computational capabilities, the robustness of the
cost analysis above suggests that the benefits of coupling pulling
and laser control will survive even in the presence of added
complications. Experimental input is thus crucial to make
further progress and clarify the effect that laser-induced
excitations in the leads may have on the transport and
mechanical response of the junction.
This strategy should prove interesting in molecular junctions,

especially light driven junctions.11 With biphenyl as an example,
one could envision applying a small force in the junction to
modulate the current directly (by decreasing the torsion angle
and thus increasing the inter-ring coupling) and indirectly (by
enhancing the molecule’s optical response). Furthermore,
exercising this type of control in statistical junction experiments
could reduce the extent of experiment-to-experiment fluctua-
tions, resulting in sharper conductance histograms.50
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